A Cultural Publication for Puerto Ricans

From the editor . . .
This month we welcome a new staff member, Betty Nieves-Ilyas, who
this month writes a great article about Pura Belpré. You must read it.
For those of you who remember La Cucarachita Martina y el Ratóncito
Peréz, the story was written by Ms Belpré. It was an enchanting story I
read in grade school in Puerto Rico. Still remember it and still love it.
The Pura Belpré award is named after
the first Latina (a Puerto Rican) librarian
with the New York Public Library. The
Pura Belpré Award, established in 1996,
is presented to a Latino/Latina writer and
illustrator whose work best portrays,
affirms, and celebrates the Latino
cultural experience in an outstanding
work of literature for children and youth.
It is co-sponsored by the Association for Library Service to Children
(ALSC), a division of the American Library Association (ALA), and
REFORMA, the National Association to Promote Library and
Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish-Speaking, an ALA
affiliate

YOUR AD

FITS HERE

Also this month we have published several recipes using yuca, a root
vegetable. Many in states not located near the east coast can’t find yuca
anywhere. This is what it looks like. Very long if compared to a yautia
and with a smoother skin and no fibers. I am often asked to show photos
of what is what….. this is what yuca looks like my friends.

Siempre Boricua, Ivonne Figueroa
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Who was Pura Belpré?
Betty Nieves-Ilyas
Recently, I visited the New York City Public library on 42 nd Street. I
came upon a most amazing discovery. I was admiring a display on children’s
books and authors in literary history. I noted some familiar names like
Crockett Johnson’s “Harold and the Purple Crayon,” a favorite of my infancia.
I turned a corner and was met by a huge picture of a woman reading to Latino
children. It was mounted on a big canvas in a place of honor. Upon closer
examination I knew it was dated. I read the name. Pura Belpré, the first Puerto
Rican librarian in New York City. The beginning of her rein was 1921! I had
never heard of her. It turned out many joined in my ignorance. I began my
quest to find out who was Pura Belpré?

Staff
Ivonne Figueroa
Executive Editor & Gen. Mgr.
Javier Figueroa
Publisher
Anna María Vélez de Blas, Chef
Recipe Tester and Writer

Jaime Garibay Rivera, PhD
Jaime in the Kitchen, Food Blog

During a time when Puerto Ricans suffered great discrimination in
New York City, she managed to secure a place in the literary world with grace
and historic presence. La Doña Pura Belpré was not only the first Latin
librarian she was also a writer and puppeteer. My eyes glossed over when I
realized she was the author of “Perez and Martina.” I remembered those
characters from the goodnight stories of my childhood. My mother’s voice
reading the tragic ending of Perez, and that great author’s story telling genius.

Guillermo ‘Don Guillo’ Andares, PhD

La Señora Belpré was born in Cidra, Puerto Rico. She studied at the
University of Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras and spoke three languages. It was
only fortune that brought this great lady into the children’s literary world in the
1920’s. She was attending her sister’s wedding and intended to return to Puerto
Rico and become a teacher. However, destiny intervened and Ms. Belpré
remained and took her place in this great city. She saw the lack of Puerto Rican
folktales in the libraries of Harlem and decided to change that. Although, she
started out as a librarian assistant that would soon change as well. She went on
to Library School and became renown in Harlem, the Bronx, and other
neighborhoods in New York City. She brought Puerto Rican culture and
folklore into the libraries. It was a time when the public library was looking for
international inclusion. They found a passionate advocate of literacy and a
master story teller in Pura Belpré. She introduced bilingual storytelling and
was a master at her craft. She also made her own puppets to help tell her
stories! She revived the folkloric tales of her childhood and felt passionate
about sharing them with the children. Initially, she presented only in an oral
tradition, but soon became published by major publishing companies. It was
also a first for any Puerto Rican in New York.

Diego Matos Dupree

→ continues on page 10
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EL BORICUA is a monthly cultural publication,
established in 1995, that is Puerto Rican owned and
operated. We are NOT sponsored by any club or
organization. Our goal is to present and promote our
"treasure" which is our Cultural Identity - “the Puerto
Rican experience.” EL BORICUA is presented in
English and is dedicated to the descendants of Puerto
Ricans wherever they may be.

There are three Puerto Rico's you need to learn
about; the old, the new and the natural. Learn about
our little terruño. Subscribe to EL BORICUA, a
monthly cultural publication for Puerto Ricans.
http://www.elboricua.com/subscribenow.html
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Those from Aguadilla are known as
aguadillanos. Those from Arecibo are
arecibeños. Rincoeños are from Rincón and
Utuadeños from Utuado.

Speaking Puerto Rican . . .
‘Ni Pa’
A slangy way of saying "no way" (most likely
an extremely cut down version of "ni para
nada," which means not for anything).

Mi Puerto Rico
Joe Roman Santos, Editor

The Northwest: Arecibo, Río Camuy, Rincon & More
A fertile area with many rivers bringing valuable water for irrigation from the high
mountains of the Cordillera, the northwest also offers abundant opportunities for
sightseeing. The region's districts include the following:
Aguadilla-- Christopher Columbus landed near Aguadilla during his second voyage
to the New World in 1493. Today the town has a busy airport, fine beaches, and a
growing tourism-based infrastructure. It is also the center of Puerto Rico's lacemaking industry, a craft imported here many centuries ago by immigrants from Spain,
Holland, and Belgium.
Arecibo -- Located on the northern coastline a 2-hour drive west of San Juan,
Arecibo was originally founded in 1556. Although little remains of its original
architecture, the town is well known to physicists and astronomers around the world
because of the radar/radio-telescope that fills a concave depression between six of the
region's hills. Equal in size to 13 football fields and operated jointly by the National
Science Foundation and Cornell University, it studies the shape and formation of the
galaxies by deciphering radio waves from space.
Rincón -- Named after the 16th-century landowner Don Gonzalo Rincón, who
donated its site to the poor of his district, the tiny town of Rincón is famous
throughout Puerto Rico for its world-class surfing and beautiful beaches. The
lighthouse that warns ships and boats away from dangerous offshore reefs is one of
the most powerful on Puerto Rico.

Refrán . . .
Dos males no hacen un bien.

Trivia
The Rincón Light House has been standing at
the same location since 1892. The original
lighthouse, which was one of the many
lighthouses built to help ships navigate the
dangerous sea passage along the western
coast, was damaged during an earthquake in
1918.

Print your copies of EL BORICUA and
file them in a 3-ring binder for ‘show and
tell.’

Río Camuy Cave Park -- Located near Arecibo, this park's greatest attraction is
underground, where a network of rivers and caves provides some of the most
enjoyable spelunking in the world. At its heart lies one of the largest known
underground rivers. Aboveground, the park covers 300 acres (121 hectares).
Utuado -- Small and nestled amid the hills of the interior, Utuado is famous as the
center of the hillbilly culture of Puerto Rico. Some of Puerto Rico's finest mountain
musicians have come from Utuado and mention the town in many of their ballads.
The surrounding landscape is sculpted with caves and lushly covered with a variety of
tropical plants and trees.

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .

Joe is a schoolteacher in Houston and spends most of his holidays and summers in
Puerto Rico.

is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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April 12, 1900 Foraker Act, which gave Puerto Rico a
civil government made up of an
appointed governor and representatives
plus a resident commissioner in
Washington is approved .
April 14, 1921 Ricardo E. Alegría, scholar,
anthropologist, archeologist, is born in
San Juan.
Ernesto Anthony ''Tito'' Puente Jr., artist,
April 20, 1923
was born in NY.
April 22, 1968 Eugenio María de Hostos Community
College established by CUNY Trustees
in NYC

Recreated face of a Taíno based on Columbus' descriptions.
Cristóforo Colombo wrote in his journal that Taínos had beautiful, tall,
slender bodies. Their color was dark, and they wore short haircuts with
a long hank at the back of the head. They were clean-shaven and
hairless. According to Cristóbal Colón, the Taíno tongue was "gentle,
the sweetest in the world, always with a laugh."
Mothers carried their babies on their backs on a padded board that was
secured to the baby's forehead. The board flattened the baby's
forehead. Thus Taínos had a flat forehead (instead of rounded) something they found attractive.

Hi, my name is Orejas Rodriguez Martin
I now live in Houston with my new Mom Teresa and my two new
sisters Candy and Lisbez. I take turns sleeping in my sister’s beds. I
was living on the beach in Puerto Rico when I was rescued. Mom says
my one job is to bark is someone comes in the house.

I have other friends in PR that also need to find a home.
http://www.saveasato.org

Don Guillo, the gardener . . . .
Want that tropical look at your house? It’s easy. Simply buy plants
that have big leaves such as the ones in the photo. If you live where
it freezes, then keep the plant in the store pot (which is usually rather
small), then just sit that pot in a pretty large container and then fill
around with mulch. In the winter just lift the plant and place in a
warm spot such as the garage and by a window. If you live in
warmer climates just plant, plant, plant.
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Lead your children by example.
It is so very easy to train a child
into your family’s culture. They
will simply follow your lead.
If you eat Puerto Rican food
regularly, so will they and they
will enjoy it.
If you attend church regularly, so
will they, and they will learn the
importance of following the Lord
at an early age, and continue for
life.
If you treat others with respect and
courtesy, they will follow your
lead and do so with people they
deal with on a daily basis.

Luisa Yaliz Alaniz Cintrón, MD
Child Psychiatrist & Behavioral
Expert with family roots in Ponce.

If you are honest and
unpretentious, they will follow
your lead as well.

Guava Delight
Guava n Rum Cocktail

Island Restaurants . . . .

Las Tias Restaurant
46 Calle Isabel
Ponce 00717

Lisa Santiago Brochu

Half of 1 lime, sliced
1 heaping Tablespoon sugar
3 Tablespoons rum
half a cup Guava Nectar
Ice
Lime slices for garnish

Restaurant Reviews
This bi-level restaurant and lounge has an ideal corner spot and big balconies,
making for exciting people-watching. The elegant French colonial atmosphere –
wicker chairs and lazily turning fans – is backed up by a haute spin on regional
dishes. The food alone makes it the best fine dining in the city center, even if the
unhurried service and the atmosphere still need a little polish. The key lime
cheesecake is killer.
The menu presents a wider variety of ingredients than I experienced. Prices are
reasonable for a sit down restaurant in PR, and I believe they have live acoustic
guitar in the evenings. They have a dress code, men need to wear sleeved shirts,
hurray!

* Lisa Santiago Brochu, is a trained professional Chef and a former restaurant
owner in New York. She travels to Puerto Rico on business often. Her island
roots are in Caguas.

To a martini shaker add 3 lime slices and top with
sugar. Muddle until the sugar is completely moistened
by the lime juice. If you don't own a muddler, that's OK
- You can use the handle of a wooden spoon to mash
the sugar and lime.
Add rum, guava nectar, and a couple of ice cubes to
the sugar syrup/lime mixture. Close the martini shaker
and give it a nice shake for about 15 seconds or so to
combine. Pour into a 6 oz glass and garnish with a
lime slice if you're feeling all fancy.
This makes one drink and is easy converted to fill a
pitcher.
* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for a
popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He
gets to travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.

Costa Rica is sometimes referred to as the Switzerland of Central America because
of its comfortable lifestyle, peaceful democracy and overwhelming natural beauty. The
country’s Disneylike cast of creatures – ranging from howler monkeys to toucans – are
populous and relatively easy to spot. The waves are prime, the beauty is staggering and
the sluggish pace seductive. A peaceful oasis in a tumultuous region, this tiny nation
draws 1.5 million visitors every year.
To put things in perspective, consider the fact that prior to 1950, half of the country
struggled with grinding poverty, and living beyond the age of 50 was an achievement in
itself. Today, less than one in five Ticos (Costa Ricans) lives below the poverty line, and
life expectancy is on a par with the USA. Given the rise in quality of life throughout the
country, Ticos are generally self-content and passive about politics. But underneath the
easygoing veneer is discernible pride and support for their unarmed democracy.
What’s on tap? The question is what isn’t? Active travelers can surf, hike, snorkel
and spot wildlife for starters. The incredibly varied topography means you can cruise
the cloud forest one day, visit an active volcano the next, and finish relaxing on a hot
sandy beach. Adrenaline junkies have a myriad ways to make mothers worry – among
them zipping through canopy lines hundreds of meters long and riding the rough surf of
the Pacific. Choice and variety name the game.
Of course, the frenzy to snatch up a piece of Shangri-la has its consequences. Since the
boom, tourism is more chic and less cheap. Classic destinations are now crowded
destinations and local culture is often lost or cast aside. Lucky for Costa Rica that its dogooder fans, ranging from ecologists to proud Ticos, are vocal and vigilant. Nature here
(like everywhere) suffers its blows, but at least it is taken seriously.

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor
* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Patacones . . . .
Plantains, fried or baked, are
a popular appetizer, side
dish, and snack in Costa Rica.
Both ripe and unripe
plantains are commonly
used, and numerous
variations exist. Patacones,
however, are generally made
with green plantains fried
crisp in vegetable oil.
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog
Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas
According to my next door neighbor she is a ‘fourth’ Puerto Rican but
is trying to get back to her Puerto Rican roots. She Vacations in Puerto
Rico during Spring break and comes back totally ‘turned on’. Last
week she was describing a delicous dish she had last year with garlic
sauce and onions, said it looked like potatoes but wasn’t. So, I invited
her on Sunday night, my only night off as a chef, to come over so we
could make this dish together. She was talking about yuca with garlic
and onions. A totally delicious and really easy to prepare dish.
Puerto Ricans love yuca, a root vegetable. It is somewhat difficult to
peel, because the peel is hard and seems to be stuck to the yuca with
glue . . . a joke. I just ask my husband to peel them for me.
Peel 1½ lbs yuca, and cut into chunks. Boil in salted water until soft,
about 20-30 minutes, depending on how large the pieces are. Drain and
then carefully remove the woody fibrous core from the middle.
Mash 6 garlic cloves into 1 tsp salt with mortar and pestle. In a
saucepan, heat olive oil then add mashed garlic, about half a cup lemon
juice, and 1 large sliced onion, heat until bubbling, and then pour over
the warm yuca.

I love this new way to serve yucca! My daughter Lisa
served it one Christmas and I adopted the recipe since
then. The hardest part is peeling the thing.
So, peel, slice into 3” lengthwise pieces, then slice each
piece in half lengthwise, then slice each half into 3 slices
the long way until you end up with 3” sticks. Make sure to
remove long fibers in the middle by just slicing it off. Boil
in salted water until done for about 20 minutes. Drain and
let sit until the outer skin is dry to the touch – maybe an
hour.
Next fry the pieces in plenty of hot oil until they turn
golden. Drain on paper towels and serve with your
favorite dip. I prefer Puerto Rican ‘pink’ sauce made with
ketchup, mayo, fresh garlic, and a sprinkle of cayenne
pepper. The measurements are 3 on Ketchup and 1 each
on Mayo and Garlic. Salt it to taste then add a little, just a
little of the hot stuff.
Now remember to let the yuca cool down just a little
before you bite into them. It will burn off your tongue if you
don’t. I’m talking from experience here.

Toss the yuca and all ingredients lightly while continuing to sauté over
medium heat to meld the flavors until barely golden.

*Anna is a Recipe Tester for EL BORICUA and is also a professional
Chef, she lives in California with her husband, Joe and their three
children.

* Jaime Garibay Rivera, Ph.D. is a retired college
professor (Aerophysics), now living in Miami. He has
three children and his family roots are in Mayagüez.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Bacalao a la Vizcaina

Arroz con leche
In Puerto Rico this recipe is simply a rice soup made with
milk and salt. Usually made for babies, children, or when
someone has a bad stomach. It is a comfort food.
1 cup uncooked rice
4 cups water
whole milk
salt
In a medium caldero boil rice in water with salt over
medium heat until rice is cooked, approximately 30
minutes or so. When rice is done add enough whole milk
to cover rice, bring to a boil again. It should be soupy and
thick. Serve warm.
In other Latin American countries 'Arroz con leche' might be a
dessert made with sugar and cinnamon – what we call arroz con
dulce.

½ cup olive oil
1 medium onion, sliced
3 medium potatoes, peeled and sliced
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
½ cup cooking wine
1 can(8 oz.) tomato sauce
½ cup water
1 can (7 oz.) red pimientos, drained and sliced
4 tbsp Capers
½ cup raisins
1 envelope Sazón with coriander and annatto
1 bay leaf
30 oz canned cod fish, drained
1 cup wine
Directions
1. Heat oil in large skillet over medium heat. Add potatoes and onions;
cook, stirring occasionally, until vegetables soften, about 10-15
minutes. Add garlic to pan, cook, stirring occasionally, until fragrant,
about 30 seconds more.
2. Add cooking wine to pan; bring to boil. Stir tomato sauce and water;
return to boil. Stir in pimientos, capers, raisins, Sazón and bay leaf;
return mixture to boil. Gently add cod to pan; reduce heat to low.
Simmer until sauce thickens to stew-like consistency, and fish is
warmed through, about 20 minutes more.

Puerto Ricans love to drink Malta. There are several brands, with Malta India being one of the
most popular, and Goya also makes their own brand as well.
Malta is actually a beer that has not been fermented. It is a type of soft drink like
a carbonated malt beverage, meaning it is brewed from barley, hops, and water much like beer;
corn and caramel color may also be added. However, Malta is non-alcoholic, and is consumed
in the same way as soda or cola in its original carbonated form, and to some extent, iced tea in
non-carbonated form. It is similar in color to stout (dark brown) but is very sweet, generally
described as tasting like molasses. Unlike beer, ice is often added to Malta when consumed.
A popular way Latin Americans sometimes drink Malta is by mixing it with egg and sugar,
or condensed or evaporated milk.
A Malta Shake can be made by beating an egg yolk with sugar until creamy then gradually
adding in the Malta while continuing to beat.
Another way to make a Mata Shake is to mix 2 ounces of condensed milk and 2 ounces of
Malta, mixing gently until combined and adding ice cubes.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Arroz con Salchichas

Merengues

A Puerto Rican classic
3 cups long grain rice
3 tablespoons sofrito sauce
2 (1/4 ounce) packages Sazón Goya con culantro y achiote
3 (5 ounce) cans Vienna sausages, save the liquid for the rice
2 (8 ounce) cans tomato sauce
salt, to taste
1/4 cup vegetable oil
4 3/4 cups hot water
15 pimento stuffed olives
1 can sliced black olives (optional)
2 teaspoons capers
In a large caldero, add sofrito, Sazón, Vienna sausages, tomato
sauce, salt, canola oil, olives and alcaparras. Heat this up and in the
meantime rinse the rice well and add to the caldero.
Add the hot water and liquid of the sausages and water to equal the
amount of water specified. Turn heat up to medium high and stir.
When it starts boiling, lower the heat to medium, and let the rice
completely dry out.
Stir the rice with a large spoon, bringing the rice at the bottom to
the top – don’t stir – just move the rice carefully around. Cover the
rice and cook for another 25 minutes or so.
The black olives are optional, not traditional. I use them to make
the dish more interesting.
Over stirring will make your arroz to become sticky or amogollao.
The water level should be about 1” above the rice line, too much
water will also make the rice sticky, if the water line is not 1”
above the rice line, just add more liquid.
People will often slice the sausages before cooking.

4 large egg whites, at room temperature
Pinch Salt
1 cup sugar
Wax paper or parchment, or paper baking cups, sprayed lightly with
PAM
With an electric mixer, beat egg whites in a large bowl until they reach
the soft-peak stage. It is important not to over beat the whites at this
stage.
Add cream of tartar and continue beating until stiff peaks form. Stop
beating.
Combine sugar and water in small saucepan and bring to a boil, stirring
constantly. With a candy thermometer, bring the liquid to the soft ball
stage: 238° F.
Set mixer on medium speed and pour hot syrup into egg whites in a slow,
steady stream. Beat until mixture is completely cool and shiny -- about
six to eight minutes.
If you have a pastry bag, fill it with the mixture. Use one of those fancy
tips that came with the pastry bag and squeeze out three-inch circles onto
your baking parchment. (Or fill individual paper baking cups.) If you
don't have a pastry bag, use a spoon -- not as fancy, but it works.
Bake meringues at 200° F for approximately two hours. The meringues
should be dry and crispy -- not brown.
Yum!
The eggs must be a room temperature and the bowl and beaters must not be
wet or too hot.
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Suggested Music . . .

During an interview with Dr. Marilisa Jimenez-Garcia, a Research
Associate for Hunter College’s Center for Puerto Rican Studies, I learned
more about this awe-inspiring pioneer. Dr. Jimenez-Garcia stated
adamantly, “She was not just a sweet, little lady who told cute, little stories.
She was a revolutionary whose stories speak of complex social and political
issues. She is someone who forces us to look beyond the ordinary.”
Fortunately, the Center for Puerto Rican studies (Centro) safeguards the
writer’s archives and continues to make the public aware of who she was
and is in children’s literature and more. Dr. Jimenez-Garcia reiterated,
“…she was a multi-faceted woman worthy of scholarly and public attention
for who she is to the Puerto Rican community and the Latino/community
within the U.S.”
Ms. Belpré took a seventeen year leave from her librarianship to
write and travel with her classical violinist husband, Clarence Cameron
White. She returned to her work after the death of her beloved in 1960. She
continued to have exceptional vision receiving honors and awards until her
passing in 1982.
In February, La Casa Azul, a lovely Harlem book store that
promotes Latino stories and writers, sponsored a tribute to this pioneer. It
was a three day celebration in her honor. There we all agreed that it was a
tragedy that so many of us did not know of this great librarian, author,
puppeteer, and literacy advocate. We did learn a great deal about her after
watching a wonderful DVD on her career, “Pura Belpré Storyteller.”
Fortunately, Centro is attempting to recover some of her literary
works. Many of her books are out of print and can only be resurrected if
interest is shown. Dr. Jimenez-Garcia is puzzled and shared that,
“publishers need to be alerted to the desire that the public may have for her
titles. Copyright is a tough thing, and publishers need to see that people
would buy the books. It actually surprises me that after she became a
namesake for an American Library Award that her books still remained outof-print.” To continue her legacy, every year a Latino writer who accurately
portrays the Latino experience through literature is awarded the Pura Belpré
Award. The honor was established in 1996 and is co-sponsored by the
Association for Library Service to Children. Dr. Jimenez-Garcia cannot
emphasize enough, “Let’s get her books back in print!”
A surprise presented itself at La Casa Azul, when a woman stood
up and announced that La señora Belpre’s sister had been her teacher. She
said she had the honor of having witnessed the story teller’s talents up close.
She often came to her sister’s classroom and read to the students, puppets in
hand, and a voice that filled their minds with dreams. The former student
ended by saying, that no one was like Pura Belpré. “She could tell a story,”
she smiled.
Bravo Señora Belpré for your vision, your talent, your distinct
author’s voice, and your love of children and Puerto Rican folklore. You
opened a door for the rest of us.

*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her
two children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn,
New York.

Marc Anthony 3.0 - with "Vivir Mi Vida," one of the top
Latin songs of 2013.
Sony, July 2013

Quiara Alegría Hudes is an
American playwright and
author best known for
writing the book for the
Tony Award-winning
musical ‘In the Heights.’
She won the 2012 Pulitzer
Prize for Drama for her play
Water by the Spoonful.
Hudes was born to a Jewish
father and a Puerto Rican
mother.

